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Final Report 
 
An important computational component of quantum chemistry algorithms is the evaluation of the 
various integrals that arise in a given method. MPQC has a particularly flexible mechanism for 
dealing with integrals. A super-integral object can be used to mix and match integral evaluators 
from different integral packages. Thus, MPQC was selected as an initial testbed for autotuning 
integral computations.  

We followed the SUPER autotuning workflow to tune the integral computations in MPQC. 
Our initial profiling results, shown in Table 1, showed that the blockbuildprimg_1() routine was 
taking the greatest amount of time. We instrumented the blockbuildprim_1() routine using PAPI 
to collect hardware counter data. The results are shown in Table 2. We found that the cycles per 
instructions (CPI) metric was quite high (CPI ~ 4) but that L1 and L2 cache hit ratios were good.  
Note that 21% of all cycles were stalled, which suggested inadequate instruction level parallelism 
(ILP). We outlined a kernel very similar to blockbuildprim_1(), shown in Figure 1, in order to try 
both autotuning and hand tuning. blockbuildprim_1() actually contains several such nested loop 
structures. Our hypothesis was that there was insufficient instruction level parallelism (ILP). We 
tried removing all indirect addressing, but CPI was still around 4. We applied loop unrolling by 
hand to expose more parallelism.  This succeeded and lowered CPI to around 1.4, even after 
putting back the indirect addressing. Finally, we generated specialized versions of the code for 
different input sizes. The final results are shown in Table 3. The variable am34 gives the input 
size.  Typical values of this parameter are 6 or 7, for which we achieved a significant reduction in 
the CPI metric. 

The MPQC developers have also provided a set of user-tunable parameters for coarser-
grained autotuning of the integral computations. There are a total of 10 parameters with 26244 
total possible combinations of parameter values.  The parameters include choices such as whether 
to swap the order of general contraction loops, whether or not to use redundant primitives, 
whether or not to use generated code, and various versions of low-level routines.  We used the 
General Code Optimization (GCO) search engine, developed at the University of Tennessee, to 
perform an exhaustive search of all the parameter combinations and achieved a 30% performance 
improvement over the default settings.  GCO is fast and effective for performing offline searches, 
whereas Active Harmony also has the ability to perform online searches. 

 
Table 1.  Gprof profile of MPQC integral computation 

 
% 

time 
Cumulative 

seconds 
Self  

seconds 
#calls name 

27.97 15.10 15.10 18,157,902 sc::Int2eV3::blockbuildprim_1() 
8.40 19.63 4.53 12,508,925 sc::Int2eV3::compute_erep() 
6.82 23.31 3.68 12,500,000 sc::FAVI.MMap<>::find() 
6.73 26.94 3.63 5,960,291 do_sparse_transform2_3new() 
6.11 30.23 3.30 8,392,891 do_sparse_transform2_1new() 
4.97 32.91 2.68 1,332,270 sc::Int2eV3::shiftam_34() 
4.96 35.59 2.68 5,942,149 do_sparse_transform2_2new() 
4.15 37.83 2.24 6,405,352 sc::Int2eV3::build_not_using_gcs() 
3.85 39.91 2.08 2,365,269 sc::Int2eV3:shiftam_12() 
2.71 41.37 1.47 1,250,000 sc::Int2eV3::int_have_stored_integral() 



 
Table 2.  PAPI data for the blockbuildprim_1() routine 

 
FLOPS/Cycle 0.24 (i.e., CPI = 4.2) 

L1 cache miss rate 0.45% 

L2 cache miss rate 5.6% 

TLB miss rate 0.017% 

Branch miss prediction rate 3.7% 

Cycles stalled 261 M (21% of total cycles) 

 

 
Figure 1.  A stand-alone kernel extracted from the MPQC blockbuildprim_1() routine 

 

Table 3. Improvement in CPI metric for transformed buildblockprim_1() kernel 

Variable am34 (input case) Old CPI New CPI 

7 4.87 1.18 

6 3.60 1.19 

5 2.82 1.28 

4 3.57 1.49 

3 3.75 1.78 
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